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Featured Application: Fully addressable complex 3D photonic circuits based on solitonic
waveguides using straight and curved trajectories.
Abstract: A great deal of interest over the years has been directed to the optical space solitons for
the possibility of realizing 3D waveguides with very low propagation losses. A great limitation in
their use for writing complex circuits is represented by the impossibility of making curved structures.
In the past, solitons in nematic liquid crystals, called nematicons, were reflected on electrical
interfaces, and more recently photorefractive spatial solitons have been, as well. In the present
work, we investigate refraction and total reflection of spatial solitons with saturable electro-optic
nonlinearity, such as the photorefractive ones, on an electric wall acting as a reflector. Using a custom
FDTD code, the propagation of a self-confined beam was analyzed as a function of the applied electric
bias. The electrical reflector was simulated by applying different biases in two adjacent volumes.
We observed both smaller and larger angles of refraction, up to the critical pi/2-refraction condition,
and then the total reflection. The radii of curvature of the associated guides can be varied from
centimeters down to hundreds of microns. The straight guides showed losses as low as 0.07 dB/cm
as previously observed, while the losses associated with single curves were estimated to be as low as
0.2 dB.
Keywords: spatial soliton; soliton waveguiding; photorefractivity; 3D photonics; neuromorphic
photonics; addressable circuits; smart circuits; nonlinear optics; photonics
1. Introduction
A great deal of attention over the years has been given to the implications and technological
applications that could develop from optical spatial solitons [1–4]. With the expression “spatial
soliton”, we mean light beams that, by modifying the refractive index of the host material, self-confine
themselves. That is, these light beams achieve a balance between natural diffraction and nonlinear
self-focusing. The result is the writing of modified refractive index channels that behave like
waveguides, both for the light that wrote them and for other signals that are injected inside them [5,6].
Being self-written, the solitonic waveguides exhibit very low propagation losses [7], and above
all can be made anywhere in the volume of the host material (i.e., they are perfect 3D structures),
in contrast to traditional waveguides, which are instead superficial [8,9]. Therefore, the use of
solitonic guides opens up the possibility of realizing volume circuits with low losses, even if a
great limitation to their development is represented by the impossibility of bending such guides and
consequently creating complex configurations. In actuality, photorefractive spatial solitons show
natural bending [10], the control of which, through the application of background illuminations, is not
reliable. Writing complex circuits simply by exploiting natural bending seems like a titanic job. In the
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past, R. Jäger et al. [11,12] have made specular reflections of beams and solitonic guides from the
physical edges of the crystals within which they were made, with propagation losses mainly linked to
the quality of the surfaces’ polishing. This method was effective and expedient, but did not yet allow
for the realizing of real complex integrated circuits.
Studies on liquid crystals, which have extremely high nonlinearities, have shown that it is possible
to make nematicons [13] and reflect them on electric interfaces [14]. Such reflections and/or refractions
are extremely interesting, because they are addressable, and therefore facilitate acute control of the
direction of propagation of the beam. Under the total reflection regime, Giant Goos-Hänchen shifts of
the self-confined beams were observed [15,16]. It was shown that self-confined beams do not behave
like light rays, but as “massive” entities, and therefore show important inertia in the total reflection
process, much more similar to an elastic bump than standard light reflection [17].
Recently, M. Alonzo et al. [18] observed for the first time the total reflection of a photorefractive
spatial soliton in pyroliton configuration on an electric interface. In the present work, we investigate,
from a numerical perspective, both the refraction and reflection of spatial solitonic waveguides obtained
in materials with saturable electro-optic nonlinearity, i.e., those associated with the photorefractive
screening solitons. The focus here is on the analysis of the waveguide properties, demonstrating how a
fine-tuning of the interfaces would allow for increased control of the guides’ reflection and refraction,
and therefore their active addressing.
2. Materials and Methods
We performed numerical experiments of propagation of soliton beams in biased media using a
well-tested FDTD numerical code [19]. The experimental configuration considers a visible beam at
532 nm entering a material with saturable electro-optic nonlinearity, to which a static electric bias is
applied. The experimental conditions are such that this beam is self-confined and eventually reaches
the spatial soliton regime. In what follows, we will call this visible beam the writing beam, and we
will indicate its electric field amplitude as AW. We consider it the writing beam because it is the one
interacting with the nonlinear host and, as a consequence, writing the nonlinear modification of the
refractive index (the solitonic waveguide). Overlapped with the writing beam, a second IR beam (at
800 nm) is injected in the experiment. This second beam will be called the signal beam, and its electric
field amplitude AS is as follows: it represents any information or data that can be transported within
the soliton waveguide. Its IR wavelength ensures that it is not able to interact with the host material
and to modify or destroy the waveguide.
The nonlinear propagation of these two beams (AW and AS) is described by the following set of
Helmholtz equations for an electro-optic saturable nonlinearity:
∇2Ai = −k20εNL
Ebias
1 + |AW |
2
|Asat |2
Ai (1)
where Ai represents either AW or AS, while εNLEbias is the nonlinear electro-optic dielectric constant,
Ebias is an external electrical bias (a static electric field induced along the sample thickness by an
applied static voltage) necessary for photorefractive screening solitons [6] and |Asat|2 is the saturation
intensity of the nonlinearity. Please note that only AW contributes to the nonlinear variation of the
refractive index (the denominator of the last term in the equation). We have used the numerical data
corresponding to an intrinsically pure z-cut Lithium Niobate single crystal. We have neglected the
photovoltaic effect from the calculation. For this material and for e-polarized light, εNL gets the form
εNL = n4e r33 (2)
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where the extraordinary refractive index is equal to ne = 2.2332, and the electro-optic coefficient
r33 = 32 pm/V. With respect to the beam amplitude, typical values of
|AW |2
|Asat |2
are between 1 and 10, i.e.,
in a regime of efficient saturation of the optical nonlinearity.
To begin with, self-focusing, self-confinement and solitonic regimes were identified, as shown in
Figure 1.
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Without bias, the light beam diffracts. Increasing the electric bias (5 kV/cm) causes self-focusing 
to occur, forcing the beam not to diverge. At about 10 kV/cm, the light becomes self-confined, even if 
a strong pulsing takes place as a consequence of continuous focusing and diffraction processes [20]. 
This pulsing regime continues for higher biases, up to 20–25 kV/cm; at these values, pulsing is so 
rapid that the oscillations almost disappear (the analysis of the signal beam shall reveal that pulsing 
is always present at every bias, with different oscillation period that depends on the value of the 
applied voltage). At 27 kV/cm the writing beam reaches the solitonic regime: input and output 
transverse profiles are similar, and no evident oscillations are detectable. At higher biases, the beam 
dynamics follows the solitonic regime. 
The soliton formation can be easy identified if the attention is moved towards the propagating 
signal AS instead of the writing beam AW. In fact, the linear propagation inside a nonlinear 
waveguide is much more sensitive to any non-uniform refractive distribution. In Figure 2, we have 
reported the signal propagation inside self-confined channels as a function of the applied electric 
bias. Below 20 kV/cm, the strong pulsation makes the confinement partial or inefficient. At 20 
kV/cm, a clean waveguide is indeed formed, whose propagating modes still beat in a breathing 
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At 27 kV/cm, the solitonic regime of the writing beam is reached and the propagating signal gets a
homogeneous transverse profile along the entire length.
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Since the electro-optic effect decreases the refractive index, the condition E2 < E1 corresponds
to a refraction angle smaller than the incidence one, as shown for the 25/20 and 25/22.5 interfaces.
If E2 = E1, no interface occurs, and the soliton beam propagates straight without any modification.
For E2 > E1, the refractive index of volume 2 becomes lower than the refractive index of volume 1
and consequently the transmission angle is larger than the incidence one, as for the 25/28 interface
and higher. At about 25/29.38 kV/cm, the soliton receives a pi/2 refraction, which means that the
incidence angle corresponds to the critical one. Under such conditions, the beam travels along the
interface; this is somehow unstable, in the sense that any slight variation of the interface electric
gradient would cause a reflection or a refraction of the beam. In fact, for slightly higher interface
gradients (see for example the 25/29.45 interface), after some propagation parallel to the interface,
the beam will be reflected back towards volume 1. Consequently, above the critical voltage, very large
lateral displacements (Giant Goos-Hänchen shift) might be experienced by the reflected beam just
before being rejected back towards volume 1. Such displacement is very large close to the critical
condition, decreasing as the electric contrast increases.
Please note that the total reflection regime requires the beam to penetrate into volume 2 before
being reflected back, as a shock against an elastic wall. Even at the critical condition, the pi/2 refracted
beam travels below the interface, not on it. The radius of curvature of the total reflection curve becomes
smaller and smaller as the electric gradient increases.
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3. Results
3.1. Critical Angle and Generalized Snell Law
The Generalized Snell Law (GSL) [16] for soliton reflection has previously been introduced for
high-order nonlinearities. In the critical angle regime, it can be written in terms of the complementary
angle θ as:
γ n1 cos θ1c = n2 (3)
where γ is a correction coefficient introduced to account for the refraction of beams instead of rays.
Introducing the electro-optic interface, the GLS becomes:
γ (n0 − αE1) cos θ1c = n0 − αE2 (4)
which, solved by E2, takes the linear form of the equation of a line:
E2 = γ cos θ1cE1 +
n0
α
(1− γ cos θ1c) = A E1 + B (5)
In Figure 4, we have reported all the experimental electric biases corresponding to the critical
angles as function of the input complementary angles. All experimental data has been fitted with a
straight line equation, obtaining in all cases a coefficient of determination R2 of 1. From the A and B
coefficients of the linear regressions (Equation (5)), we inverted the expressions to obtain the γ and
α coefficients:
γ =
A
cos θ1c
(6)
α =
n0
B
(1− A) (7)
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Figure 4. This figure reports the obtained values of the applied voltages that generated an EO interface
for which a critical angle of the soliton is experimentally examined. The curves correspond to different
input angles, whose values are reported on the right-hand side. All straight-line regression fits have a
coefficient of determination R2 = 1.
In Figure 5 we have reported the γ, B and α coefficients calculated from Figure 3. The γ correction
factor for the GSL still follows a linear trend (Figure 5a) with respect to the input complementary angle.
The B intercept instead has a parabolic trend (Figure 5b). This discrepancy leads, as a consequence,
that the nonlinear α coefficient, calculated through Equation (7), receiving a parabolic trend as well,
as shown in Figure 5c. In particular, this fit points out that the highest nonlinear efficiency for the pi/2
refraction of a solitonic beam occurs at a complementary incidence angle of 0.6◦. This result occurs
because of the mutual effects of the beam refraction and the effective birefringence induced at the
electric interface. Thus, we shall use a complementary input beam of 0.6◦ as the reference value for the
following waveguide analysis.
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Figure 5. (a) From the slopes of the regressions in Figure 4, the γ coefficients of the Generalized Snell
Law are calculated. They still follow a linear trend as the function of the input angle. (b) The
interceptions of the regressions in Figure 4 scale quadratically with the input angle. (c) The
discrepancy between the trends in Figure 5a,b gives the most efficient EO nonlinearity at a 0.6◦
input complementary angle.
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3.2. Waveguiding and Propagation Losses
3.2.1. Straight Propagation
Focusing the attention on the signal beam, the numerical simulator allows us to calculate the
propagation losses by comparing the input and output power of the IR beam confined inside the
soliton waveguides. In Figure 6a, we have reported the input (red) and output (black) profiles of
the signal beam within self-confined structures. In this case, uniform biases are applied (no electric
interfaces are present), and straight propagations are obtained consequently. The self-confinement
conditions depend on the applied biases, as expected: as previously mentioned, the solitonic regime is
considered to be reached at 27 kV/cm, for which a uniform writing beam is obtained (see Figure 1).
By integrating the input and output power distributions of the signal beam, the propagation losses
have been calculated, as shown in Figure 6b.
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Figure 6. (a) Input (red) and output (black) profiles of the signal beam for different applied biases;
(b) propagation losses of solitonic waveguides for different applied biases.
These losses strongly depend on the applied bias, which influences the refractive index contrast
as well. The larger the electric bias, the larger the refractive index contrast and the higher the capacity
of the refractive structure written by the soliton to confine a signal beam. At the solitonic regime
(27 kV/cm), losses reach the lowest limit of 0.07 dB/cm, value already found previously [9–21].
Such value seems to be the reference limit for all cases.
3.2.2. Curved Propagation
A similar procedure has been applied for curved self-confined structures, i.e., for signal beams
propagating inside thos written in pres nce of an electric interface. Fi st of all the radii of curvature
of the osculating circle of the curved traject ries have bee calculated from the xper mental maps
(Figure 7). The obtained values are reported in Figure 8a versus the efractiv index contrast δn
defined as:
δn = n1 − n2 = α(E2 − E1) (8)
For negative contrasts, as well as for positive contrasts until the critical angles, the curvatures are
always the same, all having radii of about 200 µm. The Giant Goos-Hänchen regime occurs [16] above
the critical angle for a δn of up to 0.5 above the critical value.
Just above the critical angle, the refracted beam experiences a transverse instability that forces it
to be reflected back within the input volume 1. Such regimes are well identified by monitoring the
propagation losses of the signal beam, as shown in Figure 8b.
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Figure 8. Radius of curvature and propagation losses calculated fro u erical experi ents: (a)
Radius of curvature as a function of the refractive index contrast; (b) Propagation losses as a function
of the refractive index contrast.
A single rapid curve of the solitonic waveguide introduces a signal loss as high as 0.2 dB. This is
deduced by Figure 8b, where the straight propagation losses (red square) are reported together with
the curved waveguide ones (white squares). Until the critical angle
(
δn ≈ 1.5× 10−4), the total losses
are about 0.2 dB above the straight propagation ones. With 1.7× 10−4 ≥ δn > 1.5× 10−4, the Giant
Goos-Hänchen occurs; this regime is governed by a double refraction, one towards the pi/2 refraction
and one towards the back reflection (see for example δn > 1.6× 10−4 in Figure 6), connected together
by a portion of the trajectory with low curvature (long radius). In Figure 8a such regime is reported
by hyperbolic portion of the curve with a vertical asymptote in correspondence of the critical angle.
Such double refraction doubles the losses, as well. In fact, the losses’ curve gets a peak up to about
0.6 dB, as the sum of the straight propagation losses (0.07 dB/cm) and two rapid curves, each of
which is about 0.2 dB. Above δn = 1.7× 10−4, the two sharp curves homogenize in a larger single
curve. An optimal smooth curvature was obtained at about δn = 2.0× 10−4 (Figure 6) for which the
propagation losses of the signal beam drop down to almost the straight-propagation ones. Above this
value, the reflection curve gets sharper and sharper, increasing again the propagation losses up to the
single-sharp curve value (see, for example, the 25/32 case in Figure 3).
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4. Discussion
An electric interface interposed along the propagation of a soliton waveguide may indeed act as
an electric reflector. The advantage of an electrical interface with respect to a physical interface is its
modulability, i.e., the possibility of varying its contrast in a continuous and gradual manner. On the
other hand, the achievable contrasts are not very high as the variation of the refractive index is induced
by the electro-optical effect. Even if we talk about nonlinearities of the second order, the values
of contrast of refractive index are still limited. In the present work, we analyzed contrasts up to
(2.0÷ 2.5)× 10−4. This means angles of incidence on the interface were extremely large, and therefore
had small complementary angles. With electric reflectors, curves with radiuses of hundreds of microns
to millimeters can be obtained, thus offering a rather large panorama of possibilities. Moreover, it is
worth noting that propagation losses even for very marked curves remain extremely steep, lower than
the guides made with more traditional techniques such as ion exchange or epitaxial growth. The limit
of 0.07 dB/cm for straight propagation is not achieved by any other technology. This value increases
again by 0.2 dB for tight bends with a radius of 200 µm, and then falls back to the reference value of
the straight guides for radius curves of 250–300 µm.
The solitonic technology is rapidly opening doors to a new circuit geometry for integrated
photonics, using very low loss waveguides, addressable and plastic, in the sense that they are
modifiable according to the external stimuli that are sent to them [19,22,23].
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